From: Carla Thompson [mailto:Carla.Thompson@Brown-co.com]
Sent: 06 November 2015 11:34
To: Nicholas Coombes
Subject: Deadline 14 Representation re HE/A14/EX/191.

Dear Mr Coombes,
On behalf of my colleague David Sinfield, myself and our respective clients I write in furtherance of
Highways England submission published under reference HE/A14/EX/191 dated 30th October 2015.
1)

At part A certain representations are made at paras 2 & 3 which we believe may be
misleading to ExA.

2)

In respect of para 2.1.2 we attach at Appendix A a copy of HE's standard letter of 30th
October 2014 and a copy of a standard response letter submitted by this firm dated 12th
November 2014.

3)

At paras 3.3 and 3.7 there are references to negotiations with affected parties. The
reference to a meeting on 9th January at 3.2 is correct.

4)

At para 3.7 there is a reference to a meeting on 16th December which is incorrect as I was
at a graduation ceremony that day and I have no diary records of any meetings between
12th November and the DCO submission on 31st December.

5)

The meeting on 19th February followed my return from a 2 week holiday, and was a wide
ranging meeting covering issues as diverse as early access for habitat land to borrow pits. It
is unfortunate that no minutes of this meeting were agreed however the extent of
negotiations must be seen against my minutes as follows:"Borrow pit requirements acknowledged as an area of difference and will be acknowledged
in Statement of Common Ground.
H.A. have been to Counsel and assured have to include and HA have rights to acquire so HA
comfortable with inclusion up to us to represent otherwise."
In respect of flood compensation areas I asked in February why these could not be coloured
green (i.e. temporary possession) my minute reads:"Sarah Collins agrees could impose a covenant re flood compensation - normal remit to give
EA assurance remains flood compensation - if not show as permanent land take E.A. will
object. If not acquire permanently can impose covenant. If flood compensation with other
ecological then permanent land take. Likely flood compensation land can be declared
surplus at end of scheme and sold back with a covenant".
In respect of habitat creation my note reads:"Sarah Collins; need licences to relocate
licence".

6)

if show as temporary land take won't get

My interpretation of the meeting on 19th February was that in respect of the matters
addressed in our November letter the position taken by HE was not one of meaningful

negotiations to acquire by agreement it was simply a rehearsal of the justification for why
these areas had to be included within the CA area.
7)

My colleague David Sinfield comments on his own meeting of 9th January and on a
subsequent meeting of 10th February.
"In essence, I would say there was no "meaningful" attempt by HE to negotiate at either
meeting"

8)

In respect of HEs conclusions at para 8 we have noted the constraints listed at 8.1.
We believe that these constraints were of HEs own making and that the process should
have been more ordered and timely in compliance with appropriate planning guidance. This
would have resulted in a better prepared scheme.
At 8.1(c) there is reference to the multiplicity of interest, this is as a consequence of the size
of the scheme, to the extent it was a constraint reflects the lack of HE input in terms of
personnel.
At 8.1(d) HE appears to acknowledge the issues raised at paras 2-7 of this letter namely a
failure to conduct meaningful negotiations to acquire lesser interests.

9)

In conclusion we invite the ExA to consider the foregoing in conjunction with
HE/A14/EX/191 in the hope that it assists their understanding of the shortfalls in the DCO
process as far as we and our clients are concerned.

Yours sincerely,
Michael Alexander FRICS FAAV

Carla Thompson
Secretary, Land Agency Department
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